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All the flrst 16 questions are compulsory. They carry 4 weightage in all.

1. The value of cosh 0 is

2. lf the value of lanh x is - 7/25, then tha value ol coth x is

3. lf y = tanh x, then the value of fl is

4. Verily Bolle's theorem for the funct,on l(x) = 2+ (x - 1)23 in [0, 1].

5. General solution of the diflerential eOuarion !| = cos x is

6. A curve is delined by the condition that al each of its points (x, y), its slope is
equal to the square ol the abscissa of the point. Express this in terms o{ a- 
differentialequation.

7. Solve the differential equation y' = 1 + y2 .

8. When we say that an integer is divisible by a non-zero integer ?

9. rf gcd(a b) - d, then gcdfa 9)
[o'o t -

.10. 
State True/False : ll alc and blc with gcd (a, b) = 1 , then ablc.

P.T.O.
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'1 l. Show that cos4 e = cosre - 6cos29 sin26 + sinag.

12. Find the principal amplitude of the complex number - j + iJd .

13. State True/False : lf z = r (cose + isino), then -l = ][cose lsine]' z t-

14. Slate Oirichlet's conditions.

15. ldentity the objective function and constraints in lhe following optimization problem :

Maximize

z=7\-4x2
subject to the constraints

3x1 +2x2 < 80

- 2x1 + 5x2 < 180

x.. x^ > 0-

'16. Express the following Iinear programming problem in the standard torm:

Maximize

2=Xt+x2
subject to the constraints

x. + 2x- < 6

4\+gx2<12
xt. x2 i 0.

Anslrer any 8 questions lrom among the questions 17 to 28. They carry 1 weight each.

'17. Show that (cosh x + sinh x)n = cosh nx + sinh nx, where n is any inleger.

18. Verily the mean value theorem and {ind c for

l(x) =x(x-1)(x-2) {ora=O b=-l
2

'19. Find the general solution of the differential equation

Y' + zl{y' +k2Y = Q.
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Laplace20. Show thal the lunction u = ex cos y is a solution of the two dimensional

.-U .-tl
eouation .+-:,={J.' .rX- .y'

21. Find L'la, "i . 1].*r,","ur. a2anda3areconstanrs.Ls s' s".l

22. Find the g.c.d. of - I and 36 and express it as a linear combination of two
integers.

23. Show that 41 divides22o-1.

24. Calculate the value (| (1C01), where O is the Eule. phijunction.

25. Separate into realand imaginary parts the expression tan (x + iy).

26. lf sin (A + iB) = x 1 ;y, show that

x2 y'
sm'zA cos'?A 

= 
'{

27. Find all basic solulions of 3x1 + 2x, + xa = 20 and x1+ 3x2 + xs = 10.

28. Find the Fourier series ot 'l given by

1 k. v,/hen n<x<O
f(x) - , and f(x - 2:T) f(x)

I k.when0<x<;r

Answerany 5 questions from among the questions 29 to 35. Theycarry 2 weights each.

ix'+x+1v l-' Ix'-x+'1

30. lf y = cos (m sin-1 x), prove that

('1- x')y,.. - (2n + 1)xyn-, + (m' - nt)y" . O

31 . Solve the differential equation x' -di 3x 9I - 4y = I
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32. Solve xp+yq = 32. where P = .) -,'. , ay .

33. Compute the remainder of 8103 when divided by 13.

34. a) State Wilson's theorem.

b) Prove thai 52n+2 - 24n - 25 is divisible by 576.

35. Find all values ol 1 ai;i.

36. Find the Fourier series for f(x) =lxlin[,2,n] withf(x) - f(x + 2r) vx eR.

Answer any 2 questions lrom among the questions 37 to 39. These questions carry 4
weights each.

37. An open box is to be made from a 16-inch by 3o-inch piece of cardboard by
cutting out squares of equal size from the four corners and bending up the sides.
What size should the squares be to obtain a box with the largest volume ?

38. a) ll p is a prime, then prove that ap = a (mod p) for any inleger a.

b) Compute the remainder of Sl03 when divided by l3.

39. Solve the lollowing problem graphically :

N'laximize

z=6xr+11x2

Subject to the constraints

2xr+x"1=104

x.+2x^.76

xl, x2 > 0.


